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PAPER Special Section on Cryptography and Information Security
Some Eﬃcient Algorithms for the Final Exponentiation of ηT
Pairing
Masaaki SHIRASE†a), Tsuyoshi TAKAGI†b), and Eiji OKAMOTO††c), Members
SUMMARY Recently Tate pairing and its variations are attracted in
cryptography. Their operations consist of a main iteration loop and a fi-
nal exponentiation. The final exponentiation is necessary for generating
a unique value of the bilinear pairing in the extension fields. The speed
of the main loop has become fast by the recent improvements, e.g., the
Duursma-Lee algorithm and ηT pairing. In this paper we discuss how to
enhance the speed of the final exponentiation of the ηT pairing in the ex-
tension field F36n . Indeed, we propose some eﬃcient algorithms using the
torus T2(F33n ) that can eﬃciently compute an inversion and a powering by
3n + 1. Consequently, the total processing cost of computing the ηT pairing
can be reduced by 16% for n = 97.
key words: Tate pairing, ηT pairing, final exponentiation, torus
1. Introduction
Bilinear pairings deliver us new cryptographic applications
such as identity-based encryptions [4], short signatures [6],
and eﬃcient broadcast encryptions [5]. Recently Duursma
and Lee [7] proposed an eﬃcient algorithm for computing
Tate pairing. The Duursma-Lee algorithm uses the super-
singular curves,
Eb(F3n ) : y2 = x3 − x + b with b ∈ {−1, 1}. (1)
Kwon proposed an eﬃcient variation of the Duursma-Lee
algorithm that requires no cube root operation [11]. Bar-
reto et. al. proposed the ηT pairing [2], which reduces the
number of the main loop in the Duursma-Lee algorithm to
half. Beuchat et. al. presented a faster variation of ηT pairing
without a cube root operation [3]. Currently the ηT pairing
is one of the fastest algorithms for computing the bilinear
pairing.
Both the Duursma-Lee algorithm and the ηT pair-
ing require the “final exponentiation,” i.e., As for A ∈
F36n and some integer s, since the resulting element by
the pairing algorithms is contained in the quotient group
F ∗36n/F
∗
33n . The final exponentiations for the Duursma-Lee
algorithm and the ηT pairing are A3
3n−1 and AW with W =
(33n − 1)(3n + 1)(3n + 1 − b3(n+1)/2), respectively. The ηT
pairing without the final exponentiation is about twice faster
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than the Duursma-Lee algorithm, but the final exponentia-
tion in the ηT pairing causes a relatively large overhead. For
example, Shu et. al. [13] estimated that the ηT pairing with
the final exponentiation is as fast as the Duursma-Lee algo-
rithm in hardware. Ronan et. al. reported that the straight-
forward implementation of the final exponentiation is more
than 35% of the whole algorithm [12]. In Sect. 4, we es-
timated that the currently fastest final exponentiation [2] is
about 25% of the whole algorithm.
In this paper we try to reduce the cost of the final expo-
nentiation of the ηT pairing. Barreto et. al. proposed an ef-
ficient calculation for the final exponentiation using Frobe-
nius mapping [1]. We propose that we use not Frobenius
but also Torus T2 for it. Note that A3
3n−1 is an element in
the torus T2(F33n ), which is a subgroup of F ∗36n . We show
that an inversion and a powering by (3n + 1)-th in T2(F33n )
are eﬃciently computed for the basis {1, σ} of F36n over F33n
with σ2 + 1 = 0. We then present an eﬃcient algorithm
for the final exponentiation AW = B(3n+1)(3n+1−b3(n+1)/2) with
B = A33n−1 of the ηT pairing in the torus T2(F33n ), which can
be computed with 36 multiplications in F3n plus other negli-
gible operations. Consequently, the final exponentiation of
our proposed scheme requires only about 13% of the whole
ηT pairing, which achieves about 16% faster ηT pairing than
the previous known algorithms.
On the other hand, Granger et. al. presented an encod-
ing method of F ∗36n/F
∗
33n [9], which eliminates the final ex-
ponentiation from the Duursma-Lee algorithm. We call it
the GPS encoding according to the authors’ name. In this
paper, we discuss how to apply the GPS encoding to the ηT
pairing. The ηT pairing with the GPS encoding can be faster
depending on the information of b.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows:
In Sect. 2 we explain Tate pairing and the ηT pairing. In
Sect. 3 we describe several representations (including the
Torus T2(F33n ) and the GPS encoding) of group F ∗36n and ap-
ply them to the eﬃcient computation of the final exponenti-
ation for the Duursma-Lee algorithm. In Sect. 4 we propose
new eﬃcient algorithms of computing the final exponentia-
tion for the ηT pairing and how to apply the GPS encoding
to the ηT pairing. In Sect. 5 we conclude this paper.
Copyright c© 2008 The Institute of Electronics, Information and Communication Engineers
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2. Tate Pairing and ηT Pairing
In this section we explain about Tate pairing and its eﬃcient
variations, namely the Duursma-Lee algorithm and the ηT
pairing.
2.1 Tate Pairing
Let Fq be a finite field with q elements, where q be a power
of the characteristic p. Let E be elliptic curves defined over
Fq, and let OE be the point at infinity. Let l be a positive
integer relatively prime to q with l | #E(Fq), and let k be the
minimal positive integer with l | (qk − 1). This k is called the
embedded degree. Then Tate pairing is a map
〈·, ·〉l : E(Fq)[l] × E(Fqk )/lE(Fqk )→ F∗qk/(F∗qk )l,
which satisfies the bilinearity 〈P, aQ〉l = 〈aP,Q〉l = 〈P,Q〉al
for any integer a  0, and is non-degenerate, i.e., there exists
a Q ∈ E(Fqk ) such that 〈P,Q〉l  (F∗qk )l for P ∈ E(Fqk )[l] \
{OE}.
It is typically selected that l and qk are about 160 bits
and 1024 bits, respectively. One of the most eﬃcient classes
for computing the bilinear map is constructed over supersin-
gular elliptic curves. The embedded degree k of supersingu-
lar elliptic curves is one of 4, 6, or 2 for characteristic 2, 3
or p > 3, respectively. This paper deals with the case of
characteristic 3 and uses elliptic curves formed by (1). It is
known that #Eb(F3n ) = 3n+1+b′3(n+1)/2, where b′ is defined
as
b′ =
{
b if n ≡ 1, 11 (mod 12),
−b if n ≡ 5, 7 (mod 12).
Note that we have n ≡ 1, 5, 7, 11 (mod 12) since n has to
be coprime to 6 [7].
We require an injection ψ from E(F3n )[l] to E(F36n )/
lE(F36n ) since 〈P,Q〉l is defined for points P ∈ E(F3n )[l] and
Q ∈ E(F36n)/lE(F36n ). This ψ is sometimes called as the dis-
tortion map. In the case of characteristic three, the distortion
map is defined as ψ(x, y) = (−x + ρ, y σ) for (x, y) ∈ E(F3n ),
where σ and ρ satisfy
σ2 = −1 and ρ3 = ρ + b.
We usually select the basis {1, σ, ρ, σρ, ρ2, σρ2} of F36n
over F3n , where ρ and σ are utilized in the distortion map.
Every element A in F36n is then represented as A = a0+a1σ+
a2ρ + a3σρ + a4ρ
2 + a5σρ
2 for some ai ∈ F3n . Moreover
an element A0 in F33n is represented as A0 = a0 + a2ρ +
a4ρ
2
. We denote by Mk, Ck and Ik the computational cost
of multiplication, cubing, and inversion in F3kn , respectively.
Then the following relationships
M6 = 3M3, M3 = 6M1, C6 = 2C3, C3 = 3C1,
I6 = 5M3 + I3, I3 = 8M1 + I1
(2)
are held [10]. The computational costs appeared in this pa-
per are estimated using Eq. (2). The computational cost is
estimated without considering the costs of addition and sub-
traction which are usually negligible. Beuchat et. al. pointed
out A3n in F36n can be computed virtually for free [3] (see
Appendix B). Therefore we have
the cost of A3n+1(= A3n · A) is M6 = 18M1. (3)
The resulting value 〈P, ψ(Q)〉l of Tate pairing is con-
tained in the quotient group F ∗36n/(F ∗36n )l. Then there are
many choices for representing elements in a coset of the
quotient group. Indeed A, B ∈ F ∗36n are contained in the
same coset, if they satisfies B = A · Cl for some C ∈ F ∗36n .
We are able to eliminate this ambiguity by using the fi-
nal exponentiation. The final exponentiation tries to com-
pute the ((36n − 1)/l)-th powering to the output from the
Tate pairing. Therefore we also deploy the modified Tate
pairing eˆ(P,Q) defined by eˆ : E(F3n )[l] × E(F3n )[l] →
F ∗36n , (P,Q) 	→ eˆ(P,Q) = 〈P, ψ(Q)〉(3
6n−1)/l
l , whose value in
F ∗36n can be uniquely determined.
Granger et. al. proposed another technique to remove
the ambiguity [9]. In this paper we denote by GPS encoding
the technique proposed by Granger et. al. according to the
authors’ name (refer Sects. 3.2).
2.2 Eﬃcient Pairings on Supersingular Curves over F3n
We explain about some eﬃcient algorithms for computing
the bilinear pairing over supersingular curves with charac-
teristic three. Algorithm 1 is the Duursma-Lee algorithm
which outputs 〈P, ψ(Q)〉33n+1 for P,Q ∈ Eb(F3n ) [11]. The
Duursma-Lee algorithm has n interactions in the main loop
and the whole computational cost is 15nM1 + (10n + 2)C1.
Note that the final exponentiation of the Duursma-Lee algo-
rithm uses the powering to (36n − 1)/(33n + 1) = (33n − 1).
Algorithm 1: Duursma-Lee Algorithm [11]
input: P = (xp, yp), Q = (xq, yq) ∈ Eb(F3n )[l]
output: 〈P, ψ(Q)〉33n+1 ∈ F ∗36n/(F ∗36n )3
3n+1
1: R0 ← 1 (in F36n )
2: xq ← x3q, yq ← y3q (in F3n )
3: d ← (bn mod 3)
4: for i← 0 to n − 1 do
5: xp ← x9p, yp ← y9p (in F3n )
6: r0 ← xp + xq + d (in F3n )
7: R1 ← −r20 − ypyqσ − r0ρ − ρ2 (in F36n )
8: R0 ← R30 (in F36n )
9: R0 ← R0R1 (in F36n )
10: yq ← −yq (in F3n )
11: d ← ((d − b) mod 3)
12: end for
13: return R0 (Cost: 15nM1 + (10n + 2)C1)
Next Barreto et. al. introduced the ηT pairing [2]. The
ηT pairing is also defined on supersingular elliptic curves
formed by (1) for n ≡ 1, 5 (mod 6) in the case of char-
acteristic three. Beuchat et. al. proposed a variation of
the ηT pairing (Algorithm 2), which requires no cube root
calculation and outputs ηT (P,Q)3(n+1)/2 in the case of n ≡
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1 (mod 12) [3]. The number of iterations in the main loop
of the ηT pairing becomes (n + 1)/2, which is half for the
Duursma-Lee algorithm. The computational cost of Algo-
rithm 2 is (7.5n + 8.5)M1 + (5n + 5)C1.
Algorithm 2: Computation of ηT (P,Q)3(n+1)/2
for n ≡ 1 (mod 12) [3]
input: P = (xp, yp),Q = (xq, yq) ∈ Eb(F3n )[l]
output: ηT (P,Q)3(n+1)/2 ∈ F ∗36n/(F ∗36n )3
n+1+b′3(n+1)/2
1: if b = 1 then yp ← −yp
2: d ← b (in F3)
3: R0 ← −yp(xp + xq + b) + yqσ + ypρ (in F36n )
4: for i← 0 to (n − 1)/2 do
5: r0 ← xp + xq + d (in F3n )
6: R1 ← −r20 + ypyqσ − r0ρ − ρ2 (in F36n )
7: R0 ← R0R1 (in F36n )
8: yp ← −yp (in F3n )
9: xq ← x9q, yq ← y9q (in F3n )
10: R0 ← R30 (in F36n )
11: d ← ((d − b) mod 3)
12: end for
13: return R0 (Cost: (7.5n + 8.5)M1 + (5n + 5)C1)
Note that the ηT pairing itself does not satisfy the bilin-
earity. Therefore we have to compute the final exponentia-
tion with W-th powering with
W = (33n − 1)(3n + 1)(3n + 1 − b′3(n+1)/2)
= (36n − 1)/#Eb(F3n ). (4)
This powering function by W is the final exponentiation in
the ηT pairing.
We note that (ηT (P,Q)3(n+1)/2)W is a bilinear and non-
degenerate pairing as well as the modified Tate pairing or the
ηT pairing with final exponentiation, where W is given by
Eq. (4). Then we can use (ηT (P,Q)3(n+1)/2)W in almost cryp-
tographic protocols which require a pairing without conver-
sion to Tate pairing or ηT (P,Q)W .
If necessary, we can calculate the modified Tate pairing
from (ηT (P,Q)3(n+1)/2)W . First ηT (P,Q)W is obtained due to
powering by −3(n+1)/2. Next we use the following relation-
ship between the modified Tate pairing and the ηT pairing,
(ηT (P,Q)W )3T 2 = eˆ(P,Q)Z ,
where T = −b′3(n+1)/2 − 1, Z = −b′3(n+3)/2 [2].
3. Eﬃcient Final Exponentiation and GPS Encoding
In this section we present the final exponentiation of Tate
pairing and the GPS encoding that requires no final expo-
nentiation.
3.1 Eﬃcient Final Exponentiation for Duursma-Lee Algo-
rithm
We recall how to eﬃciently compute the final exponen-
tiation of the Duursma-Lee algorithm, namely A33n−1 for
A ∈ F36n [10].
The base of F36n over F3n is fixed with {1, σ, ρ, σρ, ρ2, σρ2}
as we discussed in Sect. 2. Let A0 and A1 be elements in F33n
with A0 = a0 + a2ρ + a4ρ2 and A1 = a1 + a3ρ + a5ρ2. Then
every element A ∈ F36n is represented as
A = A0 + A1σ
= a0 + a1σ + a2ρ + a3σρ + a4ρ
2 + a5σρ
2.
This means that F36n is a quadratic extension from F33n with
the basis {1, σ}. It is easily to know that σ33n = −σ for
n ≡ 1, 5 (mod 6) which is a necessary condition for the
Duursma-Lee algorithm and the ηT pairing algorithms. We
then have the relationship
A33n = (A0 + A1σ)33n = A33n0 + A3
3n
1 σ
33n
= A0 − A1σ
for A = A0 +A1σ ∈ F ∗36n . Therefore, the final exponentiation
for the Duursma-Lee algorithm is performed as follows:
A33n−1 =
A33n
A
=
A0 − A1σ
A0 + A1σ
.
Moreover (A0 + A1σ) · (A0 − A1σ) = A20 + A21 ∈ F ∗33n yields
the equation
A3
3n−1 =
(A0 − A1σ)2
A20 + A
2
1
=
(A20 − A21) − 2A0A1σ
A20 + A
2
1
. (5)
Then the computational cost of the final exponentiation for
the Duursma-Lee algorithm is
5M3 + I3 = 30M1 + I3. (6)
3.2 GPS Encoding in F ∗36n/F
∗
33n
The GPS encoding is another technique of removing the am-
biguity of representation from the cosets in a quotient group
F ∗36n/(F ∗36n )l [9].
Denote by G be a quotient group resulting from the
Duursma-Lee algorithm, namely G = F ∗36n/(F ∗36n )3
3n+1
. This
group G has a group law which is isomorphic to a subgroup
of F ∗36n . We then have the relationship G = F ∗36n/F ∗33n due
to F ∗33n = (F ∗36n )3
3n+1
. In other words, both A0 + A1σ and
(λA0) + (λA1)σ are contained in the same coset for any
λ ∈ F ∗33n . Especially A0 + A1σ is equivalent to A0/A1 + σ
in G in the case of A1  0. Therefore the map
τ : G → F33n ∪ {O},
A0 + A1σ 	→
{
A0/A1 if A1  0
O if A1 = 0
is a bijection and gives a representation for G without am-
biguity, where O is the point at infinity. This representation
for G is called the GPS encoding in this paper. The com-
putational cost for computing the GPS encoding for a given
A ∈ F ∗36n is
M3 + I3 = 6M1 + I3,
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Table 1 Final exponentiation and GPS encoding for the Duursma-Lee algorithm.
Output of
GPS encodingDuursma-Lee algorithm
Group G = F ∗36n/F ∗33n F ∗3n ∪ {O}
Element A0 + A1σ, A0, A1 ∈ F33n A0/A1 (Cost: 6M1 + I3)
Final exponentiation A0 − A1σ
A0 + A1σ
(Cost: 30M1 + I3) −
GPS encoding requires no final exponentiation.
because the map τ is performed by one division in F33n (=
one inversion and one multiplication).
Table 1 gives a comparison of the final exponentiation
with the GPS encoding for the Duursma-Lee algorithm.
4. The Proposed Algorithm
In this section we present a new eﬃcient final exponentia-
tion and the GPS encoding for the ηT pairing.
4.1 Torus T2(F33n )
Granger et. al. introduced the torus T2(F33n ) for compressing
the value of F36n [9]. At first we describe the arithmetic of
the torus.
Let L be an m-th extension field of a field k. Let NL/F
be a norm map to field F with k ⊂ F  L. The torus Tm(k) is
a subgroup of L∗ defined by Tm(k) = ∩k⊂FLKer[NL/F]. In
the paper we especially deal with the T2(k) = Ker[NL/k] in
the case of m = 2, k = F33n , and L = F36n . Every element in
F ∗36n is represented as A = A0 + A1σ with A0, A1 ∈ F33n . The
conjugate element of A = A0 + A1σ in F ∗36n is ¯A = A0 − A1σ,
and thus NF36n /F33n (A) = A ¯A = A20 + A21. Therefore T2(F33n )
can be represented by
T2(F33n ) = {A0 + A1σ ∈ F ∗36n : A20 + A21 = 1}.
The element A0 + A1σ ∈ F36n can be compressed to the
half using the relationship A20 + A
2
1 = 1 (Refer [9] for the
further results about the compression of the pairing value).
4.2 The Proposed Final Exponentiation
We point out that some operations in the torus T2(F33n ) can
be computed eﬃciently. We then present a new eﬃcient fi-
nal exponentiation algorithm for the ηT pairing.
At first we can easily prove the following lemma.
Lemma 1: The torus T2(F33n ) has following properties.
(i) A0 − A1σ = (A0 + A1σ)−1 for A0 + A1σ ∈ T2(F33n ).
(ii) (A0 + A1σ)33n−1 ∈ T2(F33n ) for A0 + A1σ ∈ F ∗36n .
proof (i) A0 − A1σ is the inverse of A0 + A1σ due to
(A0+A1σ)(A0−A1σ) = A20+A21 = 1 for A0+A1σ ∈ T2(F33n ).(ii) The summation of a squaring of the constant
term and that of the coeﬃcient of Eq. (5) is equal to
(A20 − A21)2 + (2A0A1)2
(A20 + A21)2
= 1, and thus we obtain (A0 +
A1σ)33n−1 ∈ T2(F33n ). 
Therefore, the computational cost of the inversion in
the torus T2(F33n ) is virtually for free.
Next let A ∈ F36n be an output value from the ηT pair-
ing. Note that B = A33n−1 is contained in the torus T2(F33n )
due to Lemma 1. Then the final exponentiation AW with
W = (33n − 1)(3n + 1)(3n + 1 − b′3(n+1)/2) can be computed
as follows:
AW =
{
D · E−1 if b′ = 1
D · E if b′ = −1,
where D = C3n+1 and E = C3(n+1)/2 with C = B3n+1. It is eas-
ily to see that C,D and E ∈ T2(F33n ) since T2(F33n ) is a sub-
group of F ∗36n . The computation of C
3(n+1)/2 can be eﬃciently
performed by repeatedly calling the cubing algorithm in F3n .
On other hand we have the following lemma for the compu-
tation of X3n+1 with X ∈ T2(F33n ) that requires no cubing.
Lemma 2: Let n ≡ 1, 5 (mod 6). For X = X0 + X1σ ∈
T2(F33n ) we can compute Y = Λ(X) = X3n+1 = Y0 + Y1σ
with 9 multiplications in F3n as follows:
Let z0 ∼ z8 be defined as
z0 = x0x4, z1 = x1x5, z2 = x2x4,
z3 = x3x5, z4 = (x0 + x1)(x4 − x5),
z5 = x1x2, z6 = x0x3,
z7 = (x0 + x1)(x2 + x3),
z8 = (x2 + x3)(x4 − x5),
then, Y can be computed as following table, where X0 =
x0 + x2ρ + x4ρ
2, X1 = x1 + x3ρ + x5ρ2 and Y0 = y0 + y2ρ +
y4ρ
2, Y1 = y1 + y3ρ + y5ρ2 (xi, yi ∈ F3n ) for i = 0, 1, . . . , 5.
Case of n ≡ 1 (mod 6)
y0 = 1 + z0 + z1 − bz2 − bz3
y1 = z1 + z4 + bz5 − z0 − bz6
y2 = z7 − z2 − z3 − z5 − z6
y3 = bz0 + z3 + z8 − z2 − bz1 − bz4
y4 = bz2 + bz3 + bz7 − bz5 − bz6
y5 = bz3 + bz8 − bz2
Case of n ≡ 5 (mod 6)
y0 = 1 + z0 + z1 + bz2 + bz3
y1 = z1 + z4 − bz5 − z0 + bz6
y2 = z5 + z6 − z7
y3 = −bz0 + z3 + z8 − z2 + bz1 + bz4
y4 = bz2 + bz3 + bz7 − bz5 − bz6
y5 = −bz3 − bz8 + bz2
proof Refer Appendix A. 
From Lemma 2 the proposed algorithm can be ob-
tained. We describe the explicit algorithm of the proposed
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Algorithm 3: Proposed Final Exponentiation of ηT Pairing
input: A = (a0, a1, a2, a3, a4, a5) ∈ F ∗36n , b′ ∈ {−1, 1}
output: AW ∈ F ∗36n for W = (33n − 1)(3n + 1)(3n + 1 − b′3(n+1)/2)
1: B← A33n−1 (in F36n ) (Eq.(5))
2: C ← B3n+1 = Λ(B) (in T2(F33n )) (Lemma 2)
3: D← C3n+1 = Λ(C) (in T2(F33n )) (Lemma 2)
4: E ← C
5: for i← 0 to (n − 1)/2 do
6: E ← E3 (in F36n )
7: end for
8: if (b′ = 1) then return D · E (in F36n ) (Cost: 66M1 + (3n + 3)C1 + I3)
9: else return D · E (in F36n ) (Cost: 66M1 + (3n + 3)C1 + I3)
scheme in Algorithm 3. Note that although a computation
of X3n+1 takes 9M1 only for X ∈ T2(F3n ) due to this lemma,
X3n+1 takes 18M1 for arbitrary X ∈ F ∗36n due to Eq. (3).
Proposition 1: Algorithm 3 requires 66M1+(3n+3)C1+I3,
where M1,C1, I3 are the cost of multiplication in F3n , cubing
in F3n , and inversion in F33n , respectively.
proof The computation of B = A33n−1 is as expensive as that
of the final exponentiation for the Duursma-Lee algorithm,
namely 30M1 + I3 from Eq. (6). The calculations of C and
D are performed by a powering to the (3n + 1)-th power.
The calculation of E is performed by (n + 1)/2 cubings (its
cost is (n + 1)/2 · C6 = (3n + 3)C1). We have to calculate
E−1 in the case of b′ = 1, which requires no cost due to
Lemma 1. Hence the proposed algorithm of computing the
final exponentiation for the ηT pairing needs (30M1 + I3) +
(3n + 3)C1 + 2CT + M6, where CT = 9M1 is the cost of
powering to (3n + 1)-th in T2(F33n ). We thus obtain the cost
estimation of this proposition. 
4.3 How to Apply GPS Encoding to ηT Pairing
In this section we explain how to apply the GPS encoding to
the ηT pairing.
The GPS encoding utilizes the arithmetic of the im-
age of the Duursma-Lee algorithm, G = F ∗36n/(F ∗36n )3
3n+1
.
However, the image of the ηT pairing is included in
F ∗36n/(F ∗36n )3
n+1+b′3(n+1)/2
. Hence we cannot directly apply the
GPS encoding to the ηT pairing, we need a modification. Let
α · β3n+1+b′3(n+1)/2 = ηT (P,Q) for α, β ∈ F36n . Then ηT (P,Q)V
with V = (3n + 1)(3n + 1 − b′(3(n+1)/2)) is regarded as an
element in G since ηT (P,Q)V = αV · (β3n+1+b′3(n+1)/2)V =
αV · β33n+1. Therefore we propose to apply the GPS encod-
ing to ηT (P,Q)V . In order to compute the powering by V we
have to compute in F36n since ηT (P,Q) is contained neither in
G nor T2(F33n ). We have a relationship ηT (P,Q)V = CD−b′ ,
where C = B3n+1,D = B3(n+1)/2 , and B = ηT (P,Q)3n+1. Algo-
rithm 4 shows the GPS encoding for the ηT pairing.
Steps 1 ∼ 4 in Algorithm 4 compute a powering by V ,
and Step 5 is the same process as the original GPS encoding.
We estimate the computational cost of Algorithm 4.
Recall that X3n ∈ F36n is computed virtually for free (see [3]
or Appendix B). Therefore the cost of computing X3n+1 =
X3n ·X is just M6 = 18M1. The total costs of both Step 1 and
Algorithm 4: Modified GPS Encoding for ηT Pairing
input: A ∈ F ∗36n/(F ∗36n )3
n+1−b′3(n+1)/2
output: GPS encoding of A ∈ F ∗36n
1. B← A3n+1 (in F36n )
2. C ← B3n+1 (in F36n )
3. D← B3(n+1)/2 (in F36n )
4. if b′ = 1 then E ← C · D−1 (in F36n )
else E ← C · D (in F36n )
5. return E0/E1, where E = E0 + E1σ (in F33n )(
cost: 90M1 + (3n + 3)C1 + 2I3 if b′ = 1
60M1 + (3n + 3)C1 + I3 if b′ = −1
)
2 are 36M1. The cost of B3
(n+1)/2 is ((n+1)/2)·C6 = (3n+3)C1.
The cost of C ·D−1 is M6+I6 = 48M1+I3 and the cost of C ·D
is M6 = 18M1. The computation of E0/E1 which is same as
the original GPS encoding takes 6M1+ I3. Consequently the
GPS encoding for the ηT pairing is 90M1 + (3n+ 3)C1 + 2I1
if b′ = 1 and 60M1 + (3n + 3)C1 + I1 if b′ = −1.
4.4 Comparison
Here we compare the computational cost of the proposed
scheme with other schemes.
The computational cost of an exponentiation with cub-
ings and multiplications by bit is 2nM6/3 + (n − 1)C6 =
12nM1 + 6(n − 1)C1 on average. The previously fastest
method using Frobenius and no Torus proposed by [2] for
computing the final exponentiation requires 10M6 + (n +
3)C6/2 + I6 = 210M1 + (3n + 9)C1 + I3.
The center part of Table 2 concludes the computational
cost of a final exponentiation and the GPS encooding for
the ηT and the Duursma-Lee algorithm using M1, C1 and
I3. In order to easily understand the result in Table 2 we
present the cost estimation only using M1 in the right part of
Table 2. We use the cost relationship among C1,M1, I3 for
several n′s in Table 3 [9].
Note that there is another relationship among them [8].
A trinomial basis is used in [9], and a normal basis is used
in [8] for a basis of F3n over F3. If the normal basis is used,
then C1 becomes virtually for free, however, M1 becomes
considerably higher.
First we discuss for n = 97 corresponding standard se-
curity. The cost of the final exponentiation appeared in [2]
is 267.6M1, which is about 25% of the total cost 1071.9M1
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Table 2 Comparison of the cost of several bilinear pairing algorithms.
ηT pairing (ηT (P,Q)3(n+1)/2 ) computational cost cost estimation using M1
n = 97 163 193 239 353
Proposed final exponentiation 66M1 + (3n + 3)C1 + I3 122.7 118.9 122.6 130.1 126.9
(Algorithm 3) total cost (7.5n + 74.5)M1 + (8n + 8)C1 + I3 927.1 1411.4 1647.2 2007.7 2855.6
Modified GPS encoding (b′ = 1) 90M1 + (3n + 3)C1 + 2I3 162.5 158.8 162.1 172.1 168.1
(Algorithm 4) total cost (7.5n + 98.5)M1 + (8n + 8)C1 + 2I3 966.8 1451.3 1686.7 2049.8 2896.8
Modified GPS encoding (b′ = −1) 60M1 + (3n + 3)C1 + I3 116.7 112.9 116.6 124.1 120.9
(Algorithm 4) total cost (7.5n + 68.5)M1 + (8n + 8)C1 + I3 921.1 1405.4 1641.2 2001.7 2849.6
Ordinary final exponentiation 210M1 + (3n + 9)C1 + I3 267.6 263.3 267.0 274.4 271.1
( [2] ) total cost (7.5n + 236.5)M1 + (8n + 8)C1 + I3 1071.9 1555.8 1791.6 2152.1 2999.9
Duursma-Lee algorithm computational cost cost estimation using M1
n = 97 163 193 239 353
Final exponentiation 30M1 + I3 45.7 46.0 45.5 48.0 47.2
( [10] ) total cost (15n + 30)M1 + (10n + 2)C1 + I3 1636.3 2613.4 3077.1 3785.9 5487.4
GPS encoding 6M1 + I3 21.7 22.0 21.5 24.0 23.2
( [9] ) total cost (15n + 6)M1 + (10n + 2)C1 + I3 1612.3 2589.4 3053.1 3761.9 5463.4
Table 3 Relationship among C1,M1 and I3.
n 97 163 193 239 353
C1 0.1395M1 0.0750M1 0.0707M1 0.0639M1 0.0411M1
I3 15.73M1 15.97M1 15.47M1 18.05M1 17.21M1
of the ηT pairing. On the other hand, the computational cost
of our proposed final exponentiation is 122.7M1 and the to-
tal takes 927.1M1, namely it is about 13% of the whole ηT
pairing. Therefore, the proposed scheme can compute the
ηT pairing about 16% faster than the previously known al-
gorithms. If b′ = −1, the cost of the GPS encoding and
the total take 116.7M1 and 921.1M1, respectively. Hence,
the GPS encoding for ηT is able to compute the ηT pairing
moreover faster.
We notice that the larger extension degree n is, the
smaller the ratio of the cost of final exponentiation is. Then
the larger n is, the smaller the improvement rate is. For ex-
ample, the improvement rate of whole cost of the ηT pairing
is about 5% only for n = 353. However, it is non-negligible.
Final exponentiation used torus or the GPS encoding for ηT
gives more than 2 times of eﬃcient final exponentiation for
any n.
5. Conclusion
In this paper we presented some new eﬃcient algorithms for
the final exponentiation of the ηT pairing using powering by
3n + 1 and inversion algorithms in torus. Moreover we mod-
ified the GPS encoding to apply to the ηT pairing. The total
cost of computing the ηT pairing with n = 97 has become
about 16% faster than the previously known methods.
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Appendix A: Proofs of Lemma 2
Lemma 2. Let n ≡ 1, 5 (mod 6). For X = X0 + X1σ ∈
T2(F33n ) we can compute Y = Λ(X) = X3n+1 = Y0+Y1σ with
9 multiplications in F3n as follows:
Let z0 ∼ z8 be defined as
z0 = x0x4, z1 = x1x5, z2 = x2x4,
z3 = x3x5, z4 = (x0 + x1)(x4 − x5),
z5 = x1x2, z6 = x0x3,
z7 = (x0 + x1)(x2 + x3),
z8 = (x2 + x3)(x4 − x5),
then, Y can be computed as following table, where X0 =
x0 + x2ρ + x4ρ
2, X1 = x1 + x3ρ + x5ρ2 and Y0 = y0 + y2ρ +
y4ρ
2, Y1 = y1 + y3ρ + y5ρ2 (xi, yi ∈ F3n ) for i = 0, 1, . . . , 5.
Case of n ≡ 1 (mod 6)
y0 = 1 + z0 + z1 − bz2 − bz3
y1 = z1 + z4 + bz5 − z0 − bz6
y2 = z7 − z2 − z3 − z5 − z6
y3 = bz0 + z3 + z8 − z2 − bz1 − bz4
y4 = bz2 + bz3 + bz7 − bz5 − bz6
y5 = bz3 + bz8 − bz2
Case of n ≡ 5 (mod 6)
y0 = 1 + z0 + z1 + bz2 + bz3
y1 = z1 + z4 − bz5 − z0 + bz6
y2 = z5 + z6 − z7
y3 = −bz0 + z3 + z8 − z2 + bz1 + bz4
y4 = bz2 + bz3 + bz7 − bz5 − bz6
y5 = −bz3 − bz8 + bz2
proof We prove Lemma 2 for n ≡ 1 (mod 6). The proof
for n ≡ 5 (mod 6) is omitted since it is almost same for
n ≡ 1 (mod 6).
Note that ρ3n = ρ + b, (ρ2)3n = ρ2 − bρ + 1 in the case
of n ≡ 1 (mod 6). For X = X0 + X1σ ∈ T2(F33n ) we have the
relationship:
X3
n+1 = X3
n+1
0 + X
3n+1
1 + (X3
n
0 X1 − X3
n
1 X0)σ,
X3
n
0 = (x0 + bx2 + x4) + (x2 − bx4)ρ + x4ρ2, (A· 1)
X3n+10 = (x20 + bx0x2 + x0x4 − bx2x4 − x24)
+(−x0x2 − bx0x4 + bx22)ρ
+(−x0x4 + x22 − x24)ρ2.
(A· 2)
We similarly see
X3
n
1 = (x1 + bx3 + x5) + (x3 − bx5)ρ + x5ρ2, (A· 3)
X3n+11 = (x21 + bx1x3 + x1x5 − bx3x5 − x25)
+(−x1x3 − bx1x5 + bx23)ρ
+(−x1x5 + x23 − x25)ρ2.
(A· 4)
X20 +X
2
1 = 1 is satisfied since X = X0 +X1σ ∈ T2(F33n ). This
derives the following equation.
(x0 + x2ρ + x4ρ2)2 + (x1 + x3ρ + x5ρ2)2
= 1 (= 1 + 0ρ + 0ρ2).
This equation gives⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
x20 + x
2
1
= 1 + bx2x4 + bx3x5
x22 + x
2
3
= x0x4 + x1x5 − bx0x2
−bx1x3 − bx2x4 − bx3x5
x24 + x
2
5
= bx0x2 + bx1x3 + bx2x4 + bx3x5.
(A· 5)
By Eqs. (A· 2), (A· 4), (A· 5)
X3n+10 + X
3n+1
1
= y0 + y2ρ + y4ρ
2
= (1 + x0x4 + x1x5 − bx2x4 − bx3x5)
+(x0x2 + x1x3 − x2x4 − x3x5)ρ
+(bx0x2 + bx1x3 + bx2x4 + bx3x5)ρ2.
And by Eqs. (A· 1), (A· 3), (A· 5)
X3n0 X1 − X3
n
1 X0
= y1 + y3ρ + y5ρ
2
= (bx1x2 + x1x4 − bx0x3 − x0x5)
+(bx0x5 + x3x4 − bx1x4 − x2x5)ρ
+(bx3x4 − bx2x5)ρ2.
Moreover, we define z0, . . . , z8 by
z0 = x0x4, z1 = x1x5, z2 = x2x4, z3 = x3x5,
z4 = (x0 + x1)(x4 − x5), z5 = x1x2, z6 = x0x3,
z7 = (x0 + x1)(x2 + x3), z8 = (x2 + x3)(x4 − x5).
Then we have
y0 = 1 + x0x4 + x1x5 − bx2x4 − bx3x5
= 1 + z0 + z1 − bz2 − bz3,
y1 = bx1x2 + x1x4 − bx0x3 − x0x5
= z1 + z4 + bz5 − z0 − bz6,
y2 = x0x2 + x1x3 − x2x4 − x3x5
= z7 − z2 − z3 − z5 − z6,
y3 = bx0x5 + x3x4 − bx1x4 − x2x5
= bz0 + z3 + z8 − z2 − bz1 − bz4,
y4 = bx0x2 + bx1x3 + bx2x4 + bx3x5
= bz2 + bz3 + bz7 − bz5 − bz6,
y5 = bz3z4 − bz2z5
= bz3 + bz8 − bz2.
Consequently Lemma 2 is showed. 
Appendix B: Powering by 3n and 3n-th Root in F3n
This section explains that a powering by 3n or 3n-th root in
F36n is computed virtually for free. Recall that n ≡ 1, 5 ( mod
6) is a necessary condition of the Duursma-Lee algorithm
and the ηT pairing. We deal with only for n ≡ 1 (mod 6),
however, the discussion for n ≡ 5 (mod 6) becomes almost
same. It follows that
σ3
n
=
{
σ if n ≡ 0 (mod 2)
−σ if n ≡ 1 (mod 2) ,
ρ3
n
=
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
ρ if n ≡ 0 (mod 3)
ρ + b if n ≡ 1 (mod 3)
ρ − b if n ≡ 2 (mod 3)
.
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If n ≡ 1 (mod 6) then we have
σ3
n
= −σ, ρ3n = ρ + b, (ρ2)3n = ρ2 − bρ + 1.
B.1 Powering by 3n
Let Y = X3n for X ∈ F ∗36n , where X = x0+ x1σ+ x2ρ+ x3σρ+
x4ρ
2 + x5σρ
2 and Y = y0 + y1σ+ y2ρ+ y3σρ+ y4ρ2 + y5σρ2
for some xi, yi ∈ F3n . Then we have
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
y0 = x0 + bx2 + x4
y1 = −x1 − bx3 − x5
y2 = x2 − bx4
y3 = −x3 + bx5
y4 = x4
y5 = −x5
(A· 6)
since
(x0 + x1σ + x2ρ + x3σρ + x4ρ2 + x5σρ2)3n
= x0 + x1(σ)3n + x2(ρ)3n + x3(σρ)3n + x4(ρ2)3n
+x5(σρ2)3n
= x0 + x1(−σ)3n + x2(ρ + b) + x3(−σρ − bσ)
+x4(ρ2 − bρ + 1) + x5(σρ2 + bσρ − σ)
= (x0 + bx2 + x4) + (−x1 − bx3 − x5)σ
+(x2 − bx4)ρ + (−x3 + bx5)σρ
+x4ρ
2 − x5σρ2.
Note that x3ni = xi and y3
n
i = yi since xi, yi ∈ F3n . Therefore
a powering by 3n is computed virtually for free.
B.2 3n-th Root
Let Y = 3
n√
X for X ∈ F ∗36n , where X = x0+x1σ+x2ρ+x3σρ+
x4ρ
2 + x5σρ
2 and Y = y0 + y1σ+ y2ρ+ y3σρ+ y4ρ2 + y5σρ2
for some xi, yi ∈ F3n . Note that a 3n-th root operation in
characteristic three is uniquely determined. We have
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
x0 = y0 + by2 + y4
x1 = −y1 − by3 − y5
x2 = y2 − by4
x3 = −y3 + by5
x4 = y4
x5 = −y5
(A· 7)
by Eq. (A· 6) since X = Y3n . Solving Eq. (A· 7) for each yi
gives
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
y0 = x0 − bx2 + x4
y1 = −x1 + bx3 − x5
y2 = x2 + bx4
y3 = −x3 − bx5
y4 = x4
y5 = −x5.
Therefore a 3n-th root operation is computed virtually for
free.
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